
Technical Specification
High technology solutions for
today’s roofs.

All Atlas roof double glazed units incorporate toughened 
safety glass and are manufactured to the highest British 
and European Standards, accredited to BS EN 1279 parts 
2 & 3 and BS EN 12150.

Additional glass options are available on request eg acoustic glass and privacy glass

Celsius Elite Glass Triple Glazing Double Glazing

U Value 0.9 0.6 1.2

Solar Factor 22% 34% 39%

Visible Light Transmission 34% 46% 52%

Heat Reflection 78% 66% 61%

UV Protection 94% 92% 88%

Easy Clean Coating Inc Inc Inc

Cavity Fill Argon Argon Argon

Blue Tint Inc Inc Inc

Celsius Elite 
The ultimate in performance glass.

Celsius Elite brings the best performance glazing 
you can get for your roof. With its blue tint and 
premium abilities, Celsius Elite is our ultimate 
performance glazing.

As standard, your Atlas roof glass will be 

specified to combine heat reflection and 

thermal insulation with reduced rainfall 

and traffic noise. 

Low-E and Solar control combination 

coating, with an argon filled cavity, 

controls the amount of visible light, UV 

and heat that passes through the glazed 

unit. Destructive UV rays are reduced by 

up to 94%, thus offering protection for 

furniture and fabrics from sun damage.

With self-cleaning technology as standard, 

your glass will require less maintenance.

Solar control glass 
This intelligent glass reflects over 60% 

of the sun’s solar energy, so your new 

conservatory won’t become unbearably 

hot in summer. Solar glare is reduced 

too, creating a beautifully ambient 

environment.

A combination of low emissivity inner glass 

and argon gas filling means the Atlas solar 

control glass gives twice the insulation of 

ordinary double glazing, which reduces 

energy costs and keeps your conservatory 

warmer in winter.

Available in neutral, blue and green.

Self-cleaning glass
You’ll appreciate the special self-clean 

coating with a microscopic film which 

helps daylight and rainwater break-down 

and wash away dirt and grime.

The self-cleaning technology uses both 

rain and UV light from the sun to efficiently 

combat dirt and grime that accumulates 

on the outside of the window. Therefore 

resulting in the need for manual cleaning 

being significantly reduced, providing the 

ideal solution to cleaning those hard to 

reach or dangerous areas, leaving you 

with more time to relax and enjoy your 

conservatory. 

GLASS

Making your room an all-year-round living space

Designed to integrate.

Single bay roof vents have been designed to match the roof’s slim 
appearance and are ideally positioned for ventilation.

To retain thermal efficiency and reduce condensation, Atlas roof 
vents are made up of an aluminium outer frame and PVCu inner 
frame as standard. A fully aluminium roof vent is also available.

Glazing overhang

Thermally broken aluminium ringbeam

Thermally broken aluminium rafter

Critical dimension to outside of kerb 

Kerb upstand with weatherproofing

Weatherproof membrane on flat roof

Flat roof by others

Internal capping board by others

Bedded in silicone sealant

Roof is fixed through ringbeam
into the kerb upstand

IT’S ALL IN
THE DETAIL

PVCu ROOF VENT

ALUMINIUM ROOF VENT

TECHNICAL DRAWING

Double roof vents are more commonly seen on older traditional 
conservatories. The roof vent is capable of spanning up to 
1600mm wide. 

Choose either a manual or electronic opening roof vent.
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